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    1  Como Un Milagro  3:54  2  Castigo  4:40  3  Es Por Ti  4:46  4  Por Fin  4:23  5  Alma Con
Alma  3:43  6  Señora Vida  4:10  7  Dime Que Sientes  4:56  8  Estoy Traquilo  4:13  9  No Hay
Nada Que Perder  3:30  10  Entre Cuatro Paredes  3:16  11  Si No Te Conociera    (Featuring –
Shanice) 4:12    

 

  

Amor is a collection of Spanish love ballads, sung with grace by Jon Secada. The album is a
more subdued and jazzy affair than Secada's previous efforts, proving that he is capable of
many different styles as a vocalist. ---Stephen Thomas Erlewine, AllMusic Review

  

 

  

This album won a Grammy for a reason. Wow thats all i have to say. Words can't explain about
this album. I know this album came out years ago, but its never too late. After listening to the
whole album for the first time, I was amazed with the lyrics, and the description of what love is
really about, it relates to how i really feel about love and I was definitely overwhelmed. The title
of the album speaks for itself, ''Amor''. I really enjoyed the jazzy classical style of music it fits
perfectly. Also if you look inside the booklet you can see next to each song notes written by Jon
describing on what each song is about, and i find that fantastic. There is not one song I like less.
I enjoyed all. I recommend this album to every one that enjoys the Spanish romantic music, and
to others that wanna try on new music. Its a perfect album to listen to when you're at home with
a loved one and you two sit down together in the living room couch with a glass of red wine, and
lights dimmed just listening to this beautiful masterpiece, especially on a cold rainy night. I'm
very proud this won a Grammy because it truly deserved it. And also check out another
Grammy award winning albym Romances by Luis Miguel, which has a similar style, and is
another description on what love is really about. ---Steve, amazon.com
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